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 SESSION – 47   SOME EXTRA VERSES  

I. SPOKEN ARABIC:   For continuity, see Spoken Arabic in previous lesson. 

 #&��
H��+. �@���3�+ ]̀ &�B���� ��$�1�F�� ��  
 homeworks. and the seven the supplication. Don’t forget 

II. GRAMMAR:  Nominal Sentence (��������	 �
���� ): Subject and Predicate �����  �  ��������� 

Allah is creator. ������� 	 
�� The house is big. ����� ���������� 

The Muslim is truthful. ��� ���������������� Muhammad (pbuh) is Prophet. ������  ��!��"�# 

The Muslims are truthful. �������������$%&'����� �$% The Muslim lady is truthful. ()�'����� &)����������� 
 
The sentences like these are composed of a subject (the first word) and a predicate (the second word) which 

are called  ْ�َ�َ�ا	ُ and 
�َ�َ   in Arabic.  Note that the 
�َ�َ   has Tanveen (  ٌ-  ) at the end (in case the ْ�َ�َ�ا	ُ is 

singular).  Tanveen (  ٌ-  ) is also known as double pesh or double dhammah.  

And remember if  ْ�َ�َ�ا	ُ (subject) is feminine,  
�َ�َ (predicate) should also be feminine.  Further, if the first 

word is dual or plural, the second should also be dual or plural in number, i.e, the two words should agree in 
gender and number with respect to each other.   

III. THE MAIN LESSON:  Use 3SP.  Ponder these miscellaneous verses & take lessons. 


#&�F�H  
V���B��  �
2'��  6��[���� ���B�+��  
(Therein are) Gardens (of) eternity which the Most Merciful has promised 

��z&��
B�   
Z������&
))��:��(    
His servents in the unseen.  
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�  &�;
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B  
That is Paradise,  which We give as inheritance (to those) of Our servants 

���  �V&�	  &��
/�� )��:��(    
who were fearing of Allah.   

6��z&�F�  �
 
#&���.JK��  V�P '�  �
�66RR�, 
Then he (Younus, pbuh) called out in the darknesses that (there is) no god 

'�
�  �n;�P �0�;&�T���3  �
;
��  �nF�	  ��
�  ��
�
�&'K�� )��:��( 
except You;  glory be to You. indeed, I have been of the wrong doers. 

�q&�F�.�3�L�P &���+  '�
�  �p���[�L  �
���
���&�5�. )��:���( 
And We have not sent you (O Muhammad!) except as a mercy for the worlds.  

 

 
(Therein are) Gardens of 

eternity which the Most 
Merciful has promised 
His servents in the 

unseen.  
--------------------- 

 
That is Paradise, which 

We give as inheritance 

to those of Our 

servants who were 

fearing of Allah.  

 

--------------------- 
Then he (Younus pbuh) 

called out in the 

darknesses that there is 
no god except You; 
glory be to You.  

Indeed, I have been of 
the wrongdoers.   

------------- 

And we have not sent 
you (O Muhammad!) 
except as a mercy for 
the worlds.  
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 LESSON – 47   SOME EXTRA VERSES  

I. SPOKEN ARABIC:  Translate the following: 

 i���s	;. j��T; m��M���	 � 
"	�7b�8  
     

II. GRAMMAR:   

Give examples of Nominal Sentence (��������	 �
���� ): Subject and Predicate �����  �  ��������� 

Allah is creator.  The house is big.  

The Muslim is truthful.  Muhammad (pbuh) is Prophet.  

The Muslims are truthful.  The Muslim lady is truthful.   

III. THE MAIN LESSON:  Translate the following: 

�������	 �
�������	 ���� ����� �������  
�i�08s  �6��M��  ���5�	  �1�p0��	 �M;�3  

    

fQ���M�   �#�&�!���:)��:	�(    
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Lesson-47:  To remember of the meanings, note down the following clues &  & more, if you have any. 

Arabic Meanings 
Root 

Letters

Earlier occurrence / Mother-tongue 

or false link / Grammatical form/ … 
Arabic Meanings 

Root 

Letters

Earlier occurrence / Mother-tongue 

or false link / Grammatical form/ … 

����/�W�) �̂  Don’t forget! 
ن س 

  ي
�ٍس، َ	ْ�ِ���، َ ،�َِ�َ�، َ�ْ�َ��، ِاَْ

ْ�َ��نِ 
�̂ �N��8�-�Y�)  

you do not 
understand � ف ق ��َ�ِ : understanding 

C���\�
� the 
supplication ُدَ��ء د ع و ،���ُ� هَ)ا، هُ&َ%ء، ذِ!َ�، ُأو!�َ�  - that (fg) (���$� َدَ��، َ�ْ�ُ��ا، ُاْدُع، َداٍع، َ	ْ

� هِ)+، هُ&َ%ء، ِ*ْ(َ�، ُأو!�َ

j��7�!��, homeworks و ج ب sg. ,-َِوا ; pl. َواِ-َ/�ت �����6 We give as 
inheritance َواِرْث.. َوِرَث، 1ِ�َُث،  و ر ث : to inherit;  

 to give as inhertiance :َأْوَرَث، ُ��ِرُث

�m�
��X creator 5ُْ(�ق،  خ ل ق	7ََ(6َ، 5ْ�َُ(6ُ، ُا7ُْ(6ْ، 7َ�ِ!6، َ
6)ْ7َ 

����-�) fearing of 
Allah 89ِ��َ* و ق ي	ْ�َ�ى، ُ  

�j��W�! Gardens ج ن ن fg.  sg. ;8�-َ ; pl. 8�ت�-َ "��r��W�H Then he 
called out ن د ي  

UN���� eternity ع د ن  �j����zO
� the 
darknesses ظ ل م  sg. ;<َ)ْ=ُ ; pl. ت�<َ)ُ=ُ  (darknesse) 

c�.1
� fg. that which - �9ِ8!ا is used here to refer to 8�ت�-َ, 
which is a broken plural 

�d���
�1O
� the 
wrongdoers ظ ل م Note  >)ْ=ُ : to wrong; 

sg. >!ِ�=َ ; pl. ?�<ِ!ِ�=َ ،ن�<ُ!ِ�=َ 
 
 

 

 

 


